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        ExpeiffifgRentaff ffRxvestigfitXegxs eva Sg#gehage

                   off Rscptesre im S#nd.

                             By

            Pyof. IEi"ukuhei II]AKABEyA, Kogakuhakushi

                     (Reeeived June 27, 1932.)
       '
    It seems rather peculiar that there has been great stagnation

in studies on earth pressure, notwithstanding the rapid progress in

other civil engineering practices and the exact computations of

stresses usual}y pessible for stee} works, The reasoR may be the

complexity ef soil phenomena and the attractiveness of the e}assieal

theoyies of granular earth pressure, beeause the theories formulated

by Coulomb and Rankine, in viev;T of the inteyest thereby ayoused,

have been veyy attraetive, as theories, to their suecessors.

    In the preceding artiele, these Memoirs Vol. 2, No. 6, some ex-

peyiments on the internal gyanLilar movemeiits of sand weye re-

ported by the present author vgrith special regayd £o the effeet of
the forward movement of a retaining wall iR the vertica} position,

the turning of the wall about its base and the effeet of partial sink-

ing of the base of a saRd pile", in whieh the first tvtro have beei3

furthew investigated more closely as we}1 as in several different

ways, noticing principa}ly the aspeet of the sur£ace of ruptuye whieh

seems to be very important in the eomputation of sand pres$ure

})ehind a wall.

                   mexperimeeltes and meesuXts,

    In the preseiat note the internal graRular movements of sand

observed under several eonditions of boundaxies will be yeported.

[Vhe granular mateyials used and the appayatus employed in the ex-

   eeSimilav experiments were reported by Forchheimer: Z, 6st. Ing, u. Areh.-

Ver. Bd. 34, 1882.
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periments are as £ollows: the granular substanees are ehiefiy ]river

sand dried and sifted to a grain size of O.86 mm dia. mixed with

an uRspeeified proport-ion of finer ones. The apparatus employed

was of two kinds, the one being a box having glass sides and

measuring 101.7cm lopg, 51cm wide and 50.8cm deep, and the

other a smaller one measuring 45cm }oRg, 2ecm wide and deep,

to investigate the surface of rupture in the distaRt portien from

the side wal} in order to eliminate the frictiona} effect whieh seems

to be quite eonsiderabie, in both boxes the front wall being repre-

sented by a movable paTtition. Dry Ioosely paeked sand vgTas fi}led

ln the box and the diffeyent surfaces were marked by a number ef

lines of bla.ek eoloured sand, to serve as indicators of the movement.

    [I]o iRvestigate the feature of the surface of rupture in sand,

it has been very convenient, in the author's opinion, to consider two

standayd eases, one of them being the forward movement of a plane

yetaining wall in the veytieal position aBd the other being the turn-

ing of a plane wall hinged at the lower edge. Figs. 1 and 2 show

them respectively. In the preeeding paper (these Memoirs Vo},2,

No.6) we find a complete serles of these gyanular movements (See

Photo. No,76 to 81 and Photo. No.70 to 75); and as the experi-

ments have been chiefiy observed on the glass side wall, it is there-

fore necessary to eliminate the frietional effect between glass and

sands. Forthis purpose the experiments have been made quite dis-

tant from the glass wall and after the operation the sand mass was

cemeiited by watey and eut off at many seetions. This experiment

was very simple and quite suggestive to furnlsh a futuye develop-

ment oR studies of severa} soil pheRomeRa, serving as a visible

demonstration for thyee dimensional problems in spaee, These weye

descyibed in article 8. ･
    IFig.1 shows an early niovemeRt, the sliding wall haviRg })een

a.IIowed 'to move forwayd. Most of the sa.nd, "rhieh had beeit loosely

packed, has settled uniformly, having fiowed down the baek of 'the

ifirali and down the sur£ace o£ the rupture, whose inelination seems

to keep a eonstant value dependent oR the salld used. Various kiRds
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 ef sand have their own proper angle of suyface of ruptuye as they

 have their proper value of angle o£ repose that only comes into
 play when the fyee surface is iR motion. In the author's opinioll,

 for earth pressure ealeulation it is necessary to deterrnine the angle

 of surfaee of rupture foy every kind of granular soil material, as

the angle of repose has been already measured for many granular

 substanees.

     In the following we quote frequent}y such feature of the sur-

face o£ ruptuye as mentioned about Fig. 1 and we there£ore, as ab-

breviation, define this type of surface of rupture "Standard Type I."

     Fig. 2 shovLTs an early inoveinent, the tl}ting wa}l beiRg allowed

to turn about its base. In this experiment the sur£ace of rupture

was slightly eonvex; the reason wky may be explained by the faet

tJhat the movement of the ti}ting wall causes no displacement at

the base and maximum displacement at the upper surface, varying

uniformly the horizonta} ancl vertieal components o£ displaeement
along the tilting partition; whi}e in the formey case of sliding wal}

the horizontal digplacement is always constant with respeet to every

peint of the vertieal wall.

    In order to differentiate this tilting case from the former slid-

it}g one, we eall this euyved type o£ surfaee of ruptuye with respeet

to the tilting wal} "Standa,yd Type II" whieh will be quoted again

    Through all the series of experlrr}ents the surfaee of rupture

for sliding vgra}ls develops in the same parallel way, i.e. the angle

of surface of rupture may be said £o be a payametre to define a

speeiality of saiid used, while in the tllting ease the surface o£ rup-

ture, through all the series of angtilar ehanges always develops di£-

ferent values, because the initial conditions of boundayy, i£ coltsi-

clered separately, from time to time are always eompletely different.

    1. Kinds of Experiments Knvestigated. The experiments which

have been made by the author may be e}assified as follows:
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    (a) Surfaee of rupture for a retaining wall which slides on

         a sand surfaee.

    (b) Surfaee of ru.pture for inelined walls,

    (e) Surfaceo£ruptureforL-shapedretainingwalls.
    (d) Surface of rupture for stepped walls.

    (e) Effect of surcharges.

    (f) Efiiect of water, with xKrhich saBd was sa,turated.

    (g) Effec"voffrietionbetweengiassandsaltd.

    Z. Plane Walls on Sand Surface. The experiments shown in

Fig.I were of the p}ane walls whieh have been driven forward on

the wooden bed of the apparatus. In ordey to investigate the effect

of the bed, on vvrhieh the wall slides, the s!iding vgrall was based en

a sand suTface.

    Fig.3 shows the surface o£ rupture, in the ease above men-

tioned. [I]he effect o£ the sand bed was not suMciently remaykable

to be speeial}y mentioned, although the apparatus used seems to

have been qtiite sensible enough to show a delieate differenee fyom

the above two.

    In the figure we find many parallel surfaces o£ ruptuye that
indicate the Standard Type I.

                                                        '
    3. Inclined Walls. For inelined walls the experiments have

been made in two ways, the one being of such battey as shown in

Figs, 4 to 6 and the other being o£ $uch one as shown iR Figs.7 to

9; the former may be ca}led the positive battey and the latter the

11egative oRe.

    Fig.4 shows the experimental results for the sgrfaee of rup-

tuye, when the wall incliRed at about 18 degrees to the vertieai slid-

ing wall, with which the inclined wa}I was rigidly conneeted, is

driven in forward, keeping the ine}ination always coia-stant.

    Figs.5 and 6 show the experimental results for the inelined

wall of approximately 58 degrees to the verticai. [l]he longitudinal

section of the surfaee of the rupture exertedi in these eases may be
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said to be appyoximately a straight line and with the inerease of

the angle between the inelined wall and the vertical plane the sur-

face of rupture seems, as we find in Fig.5, to appyoach to the

vertiea} plane and seems also to be somewhat curved.

    For the ear}y movement, as in Fig. 5, a single plane of rupture

is observed but afterward, as in Fig.6, there are two differen't

planes of rupture at both sides of the vertical at the foot of the

inelined wall bael<. It is intexesting in this case to find the seeond

surfaee of rupture adjacent to the inclined wall. Upon further

movement there seerns to oecur some curvilinear surfaees as seen

similar to those in Fig. 2e.

    Figs. 7 and 8 show the results for the negative batter of ap-

proximately 20 degrees; the horizontal displaeement of the wall, in

the experiments, with respeet to Fig.7 was about 2.e em and that

of Fig, 8 about 4.0 em.

    Fig.9 shows the experiment for the negative batter of appro-

ximately 37 degrees; the horizontal slip was about 2.0 cm.

    In the last two figuyes we observe at the same time the angle

of repose whieh eome into play on the free sand surface, along the

natural slope from the Ieft corner of the top surfaee.

    For the further inereased negative batter it may be easily esti-

mated that the less amount of the sand mass may have a tendeney

to move dovgrn along the surface of the rupture and consequently

that the sand pressure vgrhich acts on the retaining wa}} of the nega-

tive batter may be very much smaller than that of the positive

batter.

    4. L-Shaped WaKs. In the case of L-shaped vgTalls the Iength

and the position of the hoyizolltal arm of the L was effeetive and ex-

periments have beeR made in the following four different cases:

    (a) Hoyizontal arm of the L is quite long (Fig. 10).

    (b) i{orizontal arm of the L is quite short (Fig. 11).

    (e) ]I[orizonta} arm of the L is rnoderate (Fig.12).
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     (d) Horizontal arm of the L is fixed at an intermediate posi-

          tion of the vertical wall (Fig. 13).

     As geReral characteMisXLies of the suyface of ruptuye in the

 L-shaped walls we fuid V-shaped surface of rupture at the free end

 of the horizontal aym of the L aBd the rupture of Standard Type I

 behind the wall. When th!s horizontal arm is quite long, relative

 to the height of the wall, the surfaee of rupture takes sueh a fea-

 ture as shown in Fig.Ie, where we find the V-sha.ped sur£ace of
 rupture and the rupture of Standard Type I, the two arms of the

 former inteyseeting with the horizontal sand surface and the laSter

                                                             ' appearing behind the vertical wall as usual.'

     When the horizontal arm of the L is short reiative to the helght

 o£ the wall, the surfaee of rupture takes the foym shown in Fig.11,
where the !eft arm of the V-shaped rupture interseets with the ver--

tieal wall aRd the right arm with the top surface of the sand; the

rupture of Standard Type I, appeays as in the former ease, behind

the wall. '-
 't ttt    Fig.12 shows the expeyiment for the moderate amk of the L

'and the figure indieates many surfaees of rupture whieh have been

iRdueed in the course of the further sliding motion.

   ' IE the 1iorizontal arm is fixed at the inteymediate position o£ the

/vertieal wall, the feature of the surfaee of rupture above this arm

'is approximately the same as in the pyevious ease of the I"-shaped

･wall and the rupture o£ Standard Type I appears under the hori-
zontal arm, leaving a tyapezoidal void between the lower surfaee of

the aym and the surfaee of the rupture of StaBdard Type I above

mentioned.

    Fig.13 shovLTs the eaTiy movement in the experinaent of the

wall of this 1<ind and, as meBtioned above, the rupture of StaRdard

[I]ype I under the arm appears very clearly, while sueh a rupture

has not yet appeared at the instant o£ the figuye near the top
surface, though this appears naturaliy upon the further deveiop-

ment of the granuiar movement.
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    IE"ig.14 shows the case of a eertain failure, eauLsed by faulty

constyuction: the fixed part of the horizontal arm has acted Iike a
hinged joint and tuyned as is seen ln the figure. [I]he graRular

movembne in this ease was very eomplicated but it may'be explain-

ed by the foregoing ehara'cteristies of the sand naovernent.

    S. Stepped Walls. For stepped walls the problems ave veyy

eomplex and it is quite diflleult to aseertain the exact characteris-

tics applicable to any shapes o£ the wall; the pyoportion of the

height and width o£ each step, the numbei.' and position ef the steps,

etc. are effective.

    'I]he expeTiTnents have been made in severa} eases, varying the

number o£ steps and ehanging the positioR of the steps and pro-

portionofthelength. . '
    In this ayticle we treat a series of experiments, varying the

number of steps from one to four. The dimensions of the wc"blls

are to be measured appreximately from the figLiyes, scaling the

width ef each step about 5 centtmetres.

    When the wall is shifted hoyizontally, a curved surface of the

rupture £rom the foot of the lowest step is observed; this surfaee
appears generally as a continuegs eurved line, but is sometimes dis-

continttous beeause of the heteyogelleousAess of the graRular sub-

stances and the special shapes of stepped walls.

    In all the cases one observes without exception a dead triangular

mass of sand whieh keeps resting on the step and is carried avLray;

the moving volume of the sand appears showing a v-shape. (Figs.

15 to 18).

    Figs. 19 to 21 show a series of a eontinuous movement and it

is very interestii3g to.find the systematic order of the newly ap-

peared surface of rupture, Ngs.22 and 23 are of other experi-

ments akd it may be therefrom possible to confirm the method of

stirface of rupture with respect to the stepped walls.

    Figs.24 to 26 show the efliect o£ the width of the step and
that of the special steps as shown in fi.crure (Fig. 26).
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    6. Effk)ct of Surchargeg. The experiments of the efiiect of

sureharges have been made in two ways; t･he one is of the sur-

ehayge placed olt the far side of the surface of the rupture from

the wall, and the other is of the surcharge p}aeed on the near side.

    In both eases the weight of the surcharges was about 18kg

･consisting of two weights, of which the larger one was IO kg and

the smaller one 81<g; these have been placed on a block, 43.2em

long, 23.5 em wide and 1.5 em thick, whose weight was O.6 kg.

    Fig. 27 shows the former case and Mg. 28 the latter one. From

the experiments it seems, to the author, that the sureharges have

very little effece on the shape of the surfaee of the rupture and that

the rupture of Standard Type I is the proper nature of dry sand,

vgrhich even the external forces }ike sureharges can hardly change.

    In Fig.28 we find under the }oads the vertical effeet of the

surcharges. This efliect indicates the degree o£ the distribut'ion o'f

the Ioads and for this purpose Fig.29 will do, where we see the

･deformation of the horizoRtal coloured Iayers of sand. If the sand

layers deform proportionally to the intensity of the Ioad, the ap-

fPoarrastuUcShUiSnevdeliigOanteioOnfs.the beSt and simplest methods o£ experiment

   '    7. Effect of Water. The experiments to investigate the effeet

of water upon the surfaee of rupture seern to be very important for

the puypose o£ soil meehanics and these are ample probleins to study

for every proportion of saRd altd water. The experimeRts which

aWme ohnegrethtei ?ted aYe OnlY a feW of the pyoblems of a speeial kind

    Fig. 30 shows the experiment of the collapsing feature for the

sand saturated with water, when the vertical wall is driven in the

horizontal movemeRt. In this experirnent the saturated sand'has

been placed only above the estimated sur£ace of rupture of Standard

    As the indicator of the movement of the saturated sand, the

white marked sand was used, whi}e fer the part of dry sand the

common black coloured sand was used.

"
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    As a result of the s}iding motion the saturated sand has col-

lapsed as shown in Fig.30; the methed of collapse in this ease was

quite different froir} the £oregoing many cases and surfaee eracks

in the free sand surface are visible.

    As the second problem, Fig.31 shows one of the experiments

to investigate the effect of water, as a cementing mateyial, behind

the wall; the water has been poured far and deep enough to reaeh

the estimated surface of yupture of Standard Type I. 'I]he water.,

whieh has been pouyed behind the wall, in the dyy sand, acted as

cementing materials to the back fiIIing sand.

    Upon the removal o£ the wall we observed thereby no collaps-
ing of the wet sand, which continued to stand vertically iR its ori-

ginal position. That is to say, ln this case there is no use of re-

taining wall at Ieast at this moment.

    This experiment is eltough to afirm that the investigation of

the back filling materials is also very important in view of eeonomy

of materiais for the retaining wall in order to diminish the earth

pressure to be exerted on the wall.

    8. Effect of Friction Between Glass and Sand Upon Surface

ofRupture. For the purpose of observing the moving feature,

from time to time, of the surfaee of rupture, it was necessary to

use the apparatus which has a glass side; while as the frietional

effect of the glass surfaee, caused by the sand mass, seemed to be

very eoBsiderable, the sand mass, after operations, was wet and

fixed with plain water, app}ying the eementing actiolt of water

which the last experiments in artiele 7 have shown, and cut off

lnto several blocks of sand poorly saturated with water, on which

we have observed the variatien of the surface of yupture along the

movable partition wall, showing, however, the similar feature in

every seetion as shown in Fig.33. The angle between the surfaee

of rupture and the horizontal at the central part of the walHength

has been observed to be smaller than that observed at the glass.
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    For example, this angle observed at the central part of the

retainh3g vgTall was about 58 degrees, vsThile that observed at the

glass side was about 67 degrees. '

    In Ii"ig.32 one sees the variation of the angle o£ the suyfaee
of rupture above mentioned and the experimenta} resu}ts are shown

in Fig.33.

    The effect of water, whether there occurs deformation by it in

the inner sands or not, seems to have been very slight in the ex-

periitients Eor sueh puypose as the measuring these angles.

    For the preservation of the blocks, one may use other proper

cementiRg matexials, on which the a,uthoy will have the oppoytunity

to report in the near future.

                  Summaary anct Comeimsions.

    In regaxd to fine sands loosely packed, the internal granular

movements caused by the sliding of the vertical and inclined plane

walls, L-shaped walls and stepped wal}s etc. were investigated ex-

perimentally and the gelteral conclusions to be drawn from the re-

sults of the experirnents may be summaTized as fol}ows:

    1. The surfaee o£ rupture eaused by the sliding of the vertical

plane wal} appears in a chayaeteristic feature as shown in Fig. 1,

whieh seems to be one of the most importapt deformation pheRo-

mena and is ealled by the author z'upture of "Standard Type I."

    2. For the iriclined plane wal}, the experiments have been made

by both positive and negative batter; Figs. 4 to 6 show the former

cases and Fig.6 is very interesting to give the V--shape(l surfaee

of rupture, which we know mathematieally too. Fig.7 shows one

of the latter cases. It ls simp}e and easy to make the computation

of the moving vo}ume from the photogTaphic prints. For the in-

crease of the positive batter the surface ef rupture, whieh stayts

from the foot o£ the wall, seems to become sharp.
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    3. Wlth respeee to IL-shaped walls, the experiments furnish the

V-shaped surface of rupture: at the free end of the horizontal arm

of the L the two arrns of the V ilttersect, whose right arrn seems

to beeome sharp when the hoyizoktal arm of the L is long. A

ruptvire off Stardard Type I appears behind the,vLTall (iF"igs.10 to

13).

    4. Thouigh the pyoblemag were eomplex and aceurate investiga-

tion has been very difficult for stepped walls, vgre found principally

that there eame yegulay movement of dry sands as shown in Figs.

15 to 18.

    The y-shaped surfaee of rupture aceompaltied by a dead trian･-

gular sand mass on eaeh step was remarkable, The formation of

the branch from the right arrn of the v as shown in Figs. 2e and

22 is sometimes visible. The further researches on the similar sub-

jects wait the future experiments. Caused by the width of the step,

the shape of the v vaxies (Figs. 24 to 26).

    5. With respeet to safids completely satgrated with watez', sur-

face cracl<s appear (Fig. 30).

    6. By pouring of a proper arnount of vgrater into the back

filling sand it is possible to induee cementing power (Fig.31) and

from the analogous poiRt of view it seems to be worthy of further

studies on the baek fiIling materials behind the retalning walls to

diminish the earth pressure as well as to save the materia,ls of the

wall.

    7. rl]he effect of the sure}iarge upon the surfaee of rupture

seems to be slight in vievLr of the deformation or o£ the granular

movernent of dry sands (Figs. 27 and 28), but problems of the sand

pressure caused by it are out of the question here under considera-

tiOll.

    8. The efiieet of the frictioB between glass aRd sand mass upon

the surfaee of ruptuTe ls rather great and therefoye for the nieasure-

rnent of the angle, one must measure it at the central part ef the

wa}l Iength, as many iiivestigators have notieed.
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    For t,he meye investigation of the feature of the surface of

rupture, the photo-investigation by using glass side wall is quite

eonvenient to observe the granular movement, furnish･ing a similar

figure to that in the portion free from the effeet of the friction

above mentioned. The method of foymation of sand bloeks by pour-

ing plain water through a spray is very praetical ai3d ean be ap-

plied oR the $pot to the rneasurement of the angle of the surface

of rupture as well as for the i,nvestigations of several kiRds of soil

phenomeRa, serving as a visible demonstration foy three dimensional

problems in .space in granular substances.

                                      Sapporo, May, 1932.
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